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ABSTRACT 
 

Ambient modal identification, commonly known as ‘operational modal analysis’, allows the modal properties of 
a structure to be identified based on ‘output-only’ measurements without knowing explicitly the loading time 
history. As the modal parameters are identified without using loading information, their uncertainties are often 
significantly higher than those identified using free or forced vibration tests. One fundamental question that is of 
both scientific and engineering relevance is, how much data do we need to achieve a specified precision in the 
modal parameters? This is a challenging question. Common sense suggests that it is related to a variety of 
factors such as the modal property under question (natural frequency, damping or mode shape), the sensor and 
data acquisition hardware used, the number and location of sensors, the environment, the nature of the mode of 
interest, etc. This paper gives a fundamental answer to this question under typical situations of small damping, 
sufficiently long data duration and high modal signal-to-noise ratio. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Ambient vibration (output-only) tests have gained increasing popularity in both theory development and 
practical applications (Brincker et al. 2001; Brownjohn 2003; Au 2011). This is to a large extent attributed to its 
economy in implementation. Ambient vibration data are obtained when the structure is under unknown working 
load assumed to be random with broadband spectral characteristics. Ambient modal identification, often called 
‘operational modal analysis’, allows the extraction of modal properties under such context. In the absence of 
specific loading information, the uncertainty of the identified modal parameters is often significantly larger than 
that using forced vibration (known input) or free vibration tests where the signal-to-noise (s/n) ratio can be 
managed to an adequate level.  
 
One question that arises frequently in performing ambient vibration tests is: 
 
How much data do we need? 
 
The answer to question is by no means simple.  Intuition suggests that it may depend on a number of factors, 
e.g.,  
 
(1) the precision required; 
(2) the quality of sensor and data acquisition hardware (channel noise); 
(3) the measured degrees of freedom (number and location); and 
(4) the intensity of environmental excitation. 
 
The answer may also depend on the identification method used, although second thoughts reveal that it should 
be irrelevant to a fundamental answer. After all the remaining uncertainty should only be related to the 
information available in the data that can be extracted for inference on the modal parameters.  
 
In this paper we provide a fundamental answer to this question for well-separated modes under some asymptotic 
conditions, namely, small damping, sufficiently long data and high modal signal-to-noise ratio. These conditions 
are typically met in field testing applications of civil engineering structures and so the results can provide useful 
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guidelines for performing ambient vibration tests in practice. In what follows, we shall first reason logically the 
context where the question and answer should be placed. We then outline the answer, referred as ‘uncertainty 
laws’ in this work. Their meaning and proper interpretation shall be discussed. Practical implications on 
performing ambient vibration tests shall also be provided.  
 
BAYESIAN IDENTIFICATION FRAMEWORK 
 

Suppose we have a digital record of acceleration time history data },...,1:ˆ{ NjRn
j =∈x  at n  measured 

degrees of freedom (dofs) of a structure under ‘ambient condition’. From this data set we would like to identify 
the modal properties of a given mode of interest. The modal properties include primarily the natural frequency 
f , damping ratio ζ  and (incomplete or partial) mode shape Φ  (an n -by-1 real vector). It is assumed that the 

structure is classically damped and the mode of interest is ‘well-separated’ from other modes, in the sense that it 
dominates the frequency response (e.g., in terms of power spectral density, PSD) in its resonance band (see 
more later). It is also assumed that the data is of ‘good quality’, in the sense that the contribution of modal 
response is large compared to the channel noise level in the resonance frequency band of the mode. ‘Ambient 
condition’ or ‘broadband excitation’ here refers specifically to the modal excitation having a constant PSD in 
the resonance frequency band. Note that the modal excitation is a linear combination of the physical excitations 
applied on different parts of the structure. It is therefore more likely (easier to justify) to be broadband than the 
original excitation sources. Also, the modal excitation only need to be ‘locally white’ within the resonance band 
rather than the whole sampled frequency band. The ambient assumption here is much easier to justify that one 
might typically perceive. 
 
Extraction of Information from Data 
 
In the presence of uncertainties or lack of information associated with the measurement (channel noise, finite 
data length) and modeling assumptions (e.g., classical damping, ambient excitation) one cannot expect to 
determine the modal properties exactly even in the presence of the data. Suppose one accepts to use probability 
to model uncertainty, where the modal parameters are modeled as random variables. Let the modal parameters 
be collected in a vector θ  and let the measured data be denoted by D . Using the identification model (i.e., 
classically damped well-separated mode under ambient excitation) to relate the data D  and the modal 
parameters θ , the remaining uncertainty associated with the modal parameters given the data can be quantified 
fundamentally in a Bayesian identification framework (Jaynes 2003; Beck 2012). 
 
Let )(θp  denote the distribution of θ  in the absence of data. This is often called the ‘prior distribution’ as it 
reflects one’s knowledge on θ  within the context of the model and without using information of the data. 
Strictly speaking this distribution should be conditional on the model used but we omit it here to simplify 
notation. In the presence of data the distribution of θ  changes because it is now subjected to a conditioning on 
the information conveyed by the data D . This distribution is given by )|( Dp θ , and is often called the 
‘posterior distribution’ (i.e., given data). It fundamentally encapsulates all information that can be inferred on θ  
from D . This distribution is associated with the question: 
  
Given the data D , how much do I know about θ ? 
 
Just as this question is non-trivial to answer, the mathematical dependence of )|( Dp θ  on θ  is non-trivial to 
reason from first principles. However, the Bayes’ theorem allows one to swap the role of θ  and D  as 
 1)()()|()|( −= DppDpDp θθθ  (1) 

The RHS in Eq. (1) should be viewed as a probability distribution of θ  and so only its variation with respect to 
θ  matters. The last term on the RHS does not depend on θ  and so it is irrelevant to the knowledge of θ . The 
term )(θp  is the prior distribution we mentioned before. The term )|( θDp  is called the ‘likelihood function’, 
which is the most important term because it dictates the mechanism by which the information in D  can be 
utilized to infer θ . It turns the question on θ  given D  into a question on D  given θ . It can be (and must be) 
derived based on the identification model that relates θ  and D , which corresponds to a ‘forward’ (rather than 
‘inverse’) problem.  



  

  
Quantification of Uncertainty 
 
While all inference information about θ  is contained in the posterior distribution )|( Dp θ , it is desirable for 
practical purposes to convey information about θ  in terms of its basic statistics (e.g., mean, variance). Assume 
that the data is sufficient to narrow down the posterior distribution to having only a single peak, which is often 
valid in modal identification. In this case the uncertainty of each parameter in θ  can be conveniently 
characterized by the most probable value (MPV), which is where the posterior distribution is peaked; and a 
posterior standard deviation, which is related to the spread of the posterior distribution about its peak. For 
convenience an equivalent dimensionless measure called the ‘posterior coefficient of variation’ (c.o.v.) is used, 
which is defined as the ratio of the posterior standard deviation to the MPV. Clearly, the posterior MPV and 
c.o.v. depend on the measured data. They can be obtained from the posterior distribution for given data. The 
process is primarily a computational problem which has been solved efficiently, typically in a matter of seconds 
(Au et al. 2013).  
 
The MPV reflects the most likely value of the modal parameters given information of the data. It is analogous to 
the ‘best’ or ‘optimal’ estimate in non-Bayesian identification methods. The posterior c.o.v. reflects the 
remaining uncertainty associated with the parameter given the information from the measured data and under 
the modeling assumptions made. It need not be equal to the sample c.o.v. of the MPVs obtained from repeated 
experiments. The latter is a ‘frequentist’ measure of uncertainty, i.e., as the variability over repeated 
experiments, and is commonly used as a measure of estimation uncertainty in non-Bayesian methods. In reality 
the posterior c.o.v. is precisely the measure one should use to quantify identification uncertainty given the data. 
The sample c.o.v. from repeated experiments is an aggregate quantity resulting different (often 
indistinguishable) sources such as identification error, modeling error and changing environment. It has been 
shown that the (Bayesian) posterior c.o.v. and (frequentist) sample c.o.v. are approximately the same when there 
is no modeling error and the repeated experiments are performed under the same condition (Au 2012). In reality 
they often deviate due to environmental and system changes over repeated experiments. 
 
Asymptotic Uncertainty Laws 
 
The foregoing discussion shows that the remaining uncertainty of the modal parameters can be quantified in 
terms of their posterior c.o.v.. This, however, does not provide much insight about how the posterior c.o.v. 
depends on various test configurations because it can only be calculated ‘point-wise’ for a given set of data. The 
exact dependence of the posterior c.o.v. on test configurations and the measured data is expected to be 
extremely complicated and is unlikely to be described in a closed-form explicit expression. However, a recent 
study (Au 2013a, 2013b) shows that it is possible to obtain closed-form expressions for the leading order term of 
the posterior c.o.v. for well-separated modes and under some asymptotic conditions, namely, small damping, 
long data duration and high modal s/n ratio. These conditions are often encountered in ambient vibration tests of 
civil engineering structures and so the results can provide useful guidelines in practice. The results, referred as 
‘uncertainty laws’, are presented in the next section. Their interpretation and use shall also be discussed. 
 
UNCERTAINTY LAWS 
 
In this section we present the ‘uncertainty laws’ for the natural frequency and damping ratio that govern the 
achievable limits of their identification precision based on ambient vibration test data. The derivation is quite 
lengthy (omitted here) but the results are remarkably simple. The full set of uncertainty laws also includes 
results on the mode shape, excitation intensity and channel noise but for practical purposes they are omitted in 
this paper. See Au (2013a, 2013b) for a full story.  
 
Let fδ  and ζδ  denote respectively the posterior c.o.v. of the natural frequency and damping ratio. For a well-
separated classically damped mode, small damping, long data duration and high modal s/n ratio, it can be shown 
rigorously that (‘~’ reads ‘asymptotic to’ or ‘to the leading order’)  
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where f  and ζ  are respectively the natural frequency and damping ratio of the mode of interest; 

 fTN dc =  (4) 

is a normalized data length equal to the duration of data dT  divided by the natural period ( 1−f ); and 
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are ‘data length factors’ that only depend on the ‘bandwidth factor’ κ . The latter reflects the amount of 
information that can be utilized in the data for identifying the mode of interest without incurring significant 
modeling error (see next section).  
 
UNDERSTANDING THE LAWS 
 
We now explain the uncertainty laws and the parameters involved, so that they can be correctly applied in 
practice.  
 
Leading Order Behaviour 
 
Eq. (2) and Eq. (3) are ‘asymptotic’ expressions which give the ‘leading order’ behavior of the quantities for 
small damping ratio, sufficient data length and high modal signal-to-noise ratio. Mathematically this means that 
the ratio of the LHS to the RHS of these equations tends to 1 under the limiting conditions stated. As is typical 
in asymptotic analysis, the results can often be used as a good approximation under non-asymptotic conditions, 
although the extent depends on the particular class of problem.  
 
To further clarify, the posterior c.o.v.s of the modal parameters by definition depend on the data, which is 
unknown before it is obtained. However, the data does not appear explicitly in Eqs (2) and (3). This is because 
(as it turns out from the asymptotic analysis) the leading order term of the posterior c.o.v.s is only affected by 
the amount of information contained in the data in terms of the data length cN  and the bandwidth factor κ , but 
not the details of the data sequence. Such details do affect the posterior c.o.v.s but only through the smaller 
order terms that have been omitted in Eqs (2) and (3) as they vanish in the limit. In other words the expressions 
in these equations capture the ‘dominant’ behavior.  
 
In the derivation of Eqs (2) and (3) it has been assumed that the data used for modal identification indeed 
corresponds to ambient vibration data of a classically damped structure contaminated by channel noise, where 
for the mode of interest the natural frequency is f  and the damping ratio is ζ . In other words these equations 
do not account for the uncertainty with regard to whether the identification model can be wrong. They only 
reflect the remaining uncertainty in the presence of the data if the identification model is correct. This 
nevertheless is what one is interested in when the same identification model is used for updating analysis 
predictions and making design decisions.   
 
Usable Information (Bandwidth Factor) 
 
The uncertainty laws in Eqs (2) and (3) depend on the ‘normalized data length’ cN  and the ‘bandwidth factor’ 
κ . The former reflects the maximum amount of information available in the data for identifying the mode of 
interest. Not all the information can be utilized for identifying the mode, however, because the modal response 
contributes significantly only in the frequency band near its natural frequency. Other bands are either 
contaminated by noise, dominated by other modes or other unknown dynamic activities that are difficult to 
model. The practical consequence is that, in order to avoid significant modeling error with regard to unknown 
dynamics, one can only make use of the information in a limited band around the natural frequency for modal 
identification. The information that is effectively available for identifying the mode is only a fraction of cN  



  

(the fraction is equal to the data length factor, see later). Nevertheless this does not lead to significant loss of 
information because the information contained in other non-resonance bands is very little.   
 
The situation is illustrated in Figure 1. The top plot shows the time history data of the acceleration along one 
side of a tall building, for a duration of half an hour at a sampling rate of 50Hz. The bottom plot shows the 
corresponding one-sided power spectral density (PSD), i.e., magnitude of FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) of the 
data versus frequency. Note that the Nyquist frequency is 50/2 = 25Hz but for clarity only part of the spectrum 
up to 3Hz is shown in the plot. The information contained in the time history data and the FFT data (up to the 
Nyquist frequency) are equivalent as there is a one-one correspondence between them, i.e., the FFT can be 
produced from the time history, and the same time history can be recovered from the FFT. The information in 
the frequency domain, however, reveals in a more characteristic manner the variety of activities that are 
recorded in the data and allows a natural partitioning of these activities. The sharp peaks around 0.2Hz, 0.4Hz, 
0.7Hz, 1.2Hz, etc. take a shape similar to the dynamic amplification factor of a single-degree-of-freedom 
(SDOF) oscillator. They are indicative of potential mechanical resonance and hence physical modes with small 
damping. The peaks with greater spreads above 2Hz can be potential modes or result from unknown 
environmental excitations. 
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Figure 1. Illustration of usable bandwidth for modal identification 

 
For the purpose of identifying the mode around 1.2Hz (say), only the frequency band shaded in Figure 1(b) is 
relevant and provides the majority of useful information in the data. If one were to use the ‘raw’ time history 
data in Figure 1(a) (e.g., no filtering or averaging) for modal identification then an identification model 
accounting for only a single mode is far from satisfactory because it will have significant modeling error in the 
frequency regime away from the resonance band. To avoid such modeling error one would need to adopt an 
identification model that accounts for all the potential modes and preferably the colored nature of the response at 
the higher frequency regime. This makes the identification model unnecessarily complicated and vulnerable to 
modeling error because it may not even be possible to model the unknown colored activities. In view of this, for 
the purpose of identifying the mode around 1.2Hz, an identification method that is reasonably free from the 
above modeling errors should operate in the frequency domain and make inference based on only the FFT data 
in the resonance frequency band shaded in Figure 1(b). This is essentially the context behind the Bayesian FFT 
method for ambient modal identification (see Au et al. 2013 for an overview), from which the uncertainty laws 
are derived (Au 2013a, 2013b). The method does not require band-pass filtering or averaging. To obtain 



  

posterior statistics conditioning on information in the selected band one simply excludes the FFT data in other 
frequency bands in the calculation of likelihood function (and hence the posterior distribution).  
 
From structural dynamics theory (Clough and Penzien 1975) one can show that the width of the dominant 
frequency band around the resonance peak is of the order of ζf . For example, the half-power band is 

)21( ζ±f . For this reason, in Figure 1(b) the resonance band around the 1.2Hz mode has been indicated as 
)1( κζ±f  for some dimensionless constant κ  referred as the ‘bandwidth factor’. In reality the value of κ  is 

controlled by the user and is a trade-off between the amount of information to be included for identification (the 
larger the better) and the risk of modeling error (the smaller the better). A typical value is 6=κ .         
 
Data Length Factors 
 
The reality that only the frequency band )1( κζ±f  can be utilized for producing useful information for 
identifying the mode of interest is reflected in the data length factors in Eqs (5) and (6).  Figure 2 shows the 
variation of the data length factors with the bandwidth factor. The data length factors increase monotonically 
from zero to unity as κ  increases. For a typical value of 6=κ , ≈fB 80% and ≈ζB 60%. As mentioned 

before, cN  reflects the total amount of information contained in the ambient data. The data length factor 
reflects the fraction of the total information that can be utilized for identifying the mode of interest. For 
example, one can have a long time history of data so that cN  is large. However, in the neighborhood of the 
natural frequency other unknown colored noise are contributing, such that only a small bandwidth can be used 
for identification without significant modeling error, which limits κ  and render the data length factors to be 
less than 1. 
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Figure 2. Bandwidth factors 

 
Modal s/n Ratio 
 
A scientific quantification of the modal s/n ratio, which plays a characteristic role on the asymptotic behavior of 
modal identification results, is given by (Au 2011) 

 24 ζ
γ

eS
S

=  (7) 

where S  and eS  are respectively the (constant) PSD of the modal excitation and channel noise in the selected 
bandwidth. Note that this modal s/n is only related to the details in the selected frequency band. It is not related 
to characteristics in other frequency bands which have been excluded for identification. For the same set of data 
the modal s/n ratio can be high for one mode but low for another mode. 
 



  

The uncertainty laws imply that when the modal s/n ratio is sufficiently high it does not affect the leading order 
behavior of the posterior c.o.v.s. Although not apparent from first glance, this is understandable because even if 
there is no channel noise there is still uncertainty arising from the ambient excitation which is not measured but 
modeled as a stationary stochastic process. Further reducing the channel noise level does not have a significant 
effect on reducing the remaining uncertainty of the natural frequency or damping ratio. The same argument 
shows that the intensity of the environmental excitation or the number of measured dofs has no leading order 
effect of the posterior c.o.v.s when the modal s/n ratio is high. 
 
Quality of Approximation 
 
As mentioned in the last subsection the uncertainty laws in Eqs (2) and (3) only give the leading order term of 
the posterior c.o.v.s. So how do they compare with the ‘exact’ values calculated based on the posterior 
distribution for a given set of data? Figure 3 depicts a comparison of the posterior c.o.v. based on the uncertainty 
laws and the exact values calculated using the fast Bayesian algorithm (Au 2011). The structures considered 
include the CityU footbridge (white circles, Au and Zhang 2011), the UCLA Factor Building (triangles, Kohler 
et al. 2005) and a supertall building (dots, Au et al. 2012). The points span over a variety of scenarios, covering 
the first three fundamental modes, with data length cN  ranging from 100 to 10000 and with bandwidth factor 
κ  ranging from 3 to 10. Ideally if the c.o.v. values given by the uncertainty laws were equal to the exact values 
then all the points in the figure should lie on the dashed line. For the natural frequency ( fδ ), the uncertainty 

law almost coincides with the exact value. For the damping ratio ( ζδ ), the approximation is good except for 
high c.o.v. values. The latter correspond to those cases of very short data duration and/or very small bandwidth 
factor, which deviate significantly from the asymptotic conditions used for deriving the uncertainty laws. 
Nevertheless these cases are immaterial because their damping c.o.v. is unacceptably large; in such cases one 
simply increases the data duration to reduce the identification uncertainty. Further examples and details can be 
found in Au (2013b). 
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Figure 3. Verification of uncertainty laws. Triangle – CityU Footbridge; white circle – UCLA Factor Building; 
dot – Supertall building 

 
PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS 
 
The uncertainty laws capture fundamentally the effect of test configurations and they have important 
implications on performing ambient vibration tests. First, 2

fδ  in Eq. (2) is proportional to ζ , while on the 

contrary 2
ζδ  in Eq. (3) is inversely proportional to ζ . Ignoring the data length factors, 1/ 222 <<= ζδδ ζf . 

For small ζ  encountered in applications, say, 0.5%~5%, this means that the damping ratio has much larger 
posterior uncertainty than the natural frequency or mode shape, and so it is likely to govern the required data 



  

length. This is consistent with common findings (Tamura and Suganuma 1996; Au et al. 2012). The dependence 
of the uncertainty laws on ζ  can be explained intuitively but it is omitted here; see Au (2013b). 
 
Governed by the uncertainty of the damping ratio, the required data length as a multiple of the natural period to 
achieve a given posterior c.o.v. ζδ  is given by, using Eq. (3),  

 12 ])(2[ −= ζζ δκπζBNc  (8) 

To give a rule-of-thumb, consider a damping ratio of 1% and a bandwidth factor of 6=κ , which gives 
%60~)6(ζB . The required data length is then 2/5.27 ζδ≈cN , say, 

 2
30

ζδ
≈cN   ( 6%,1 == κζ ) (9) 

This means that 300 natural periods are required to achieve a moderate posterior c.o.v. of %30=ζδ ; 750 

periods for %20=ζδ ; and 3,000 periods for %10=ζδ . The corresponding c.o.v.s of the natural frequency 
are 0.67%, 0.27% and 0.067%, which are negligible. Smaller damping or bandwidth requires longer data length. 
 
The value suggested in Eq. (9) is the minimum data length based on precision requirement and assuming good 
modal s/n ratio. In practice it will need to be traded off with other practical constraints. When little is known 
about the existence of a mode in a frequency band one may increase (e.g., double) the data duration to get a 
clearer picture of the spectrum for deciding the number of modes. On the other hand, there are situations that 
limit the data duration and hence the identification precision. Super-tall buildings (height >300m), for example, 
have a natural period in excess of 5 seconds. Assuming 1% damping, it requires over 4 hours to achieve a 
posterior c.o.v. of %10=ζδ . This duration is too long that significantly weakens the stationarity assumption 
in the stochastic load and the time invariance assumption of modal properties, giving rise to modeling errors that 
may invalidate the formulation. Wind loads during typhoons can change by orders of magnitude in a matter of 
an hour. The damping ratio can change significantly over such period as a result of amplitude dependence.  In 
view of this, for super-tall buildings a c.o.v. of %30=ζδ  would be a reasonable precision to aim at, requiring 
about half an hour data. This may put a limit on the precision of field evidence for wind effects on long-period 
structures. 
 
As discussed before, the posterior c.o.v.s in the natural frequency and damping ratio are insensitive to the modal 
s/n ratio when the modal s/n ratio is sufficiently large. In practical terms, with ambient data there is a limit to 
which improving the quality of data channel or sensor can improve the precision of modal parameters. The 
measurement noise (which directly affects eS ) just needs to be sufficiently small. Further reducing it has little 
or no improvement on the precision of the identified modal parameters.  
 
When the modal s/n ratio is small, increasing the number of measured dofs can help reduce the identification 
uncertainty by virtue of increasing S  (Au 2013b). The extent to which this can be achieved depends on the 
mode shape value of the additional measured dof. When the existing dofs can already capture the mode with a 
good modal s/n ratio, the posterior uncertainty in the natural frequency or damping is insensitive to the number 
of measured dofs. In this case deploying additional sensors is not a cost-effective strategy to improving their 
precision. Of course, quite often the number of measured dofs is increased simply to produce a detailed mode 
shape covering more locations of the structure. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
Uncertainty laws Eqs (2) and (3) have been presented for the natural frequency and damping ratio, respectively. 
They govern the achievable limits of precision in the natural frequency and damping ratio identified using 
ambient vibration data. They are derived fundamentally based on a Bayesian identification framework under 
asymptotic conditions of small damping, long data duration and high modal s/n ratio. Our discussion reveals 
clearly that the identification precision is primarily related to the spectral information in the data in the 
resonance band of the mode of interest. Information or complexities in other bands are irrelevant. As the 
Bayesian approach processes fundamentally the usable information in the data for given modeling assumptions, 
the uncertainty laws represent the lower limit of uncertainty that can be achieved by any method, including 



  

Bayesian and non-Bayesian methods. In the latter, uncertainty is interpreted as the ensemble variability of the 
estimates in a frequentist sense when there is no modeling error (Au 2012). 
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